All photographs are mounted on aluminium with an acrylic overlay

This exhibition of new, large format panoramic images centres on the Heath's familiar and hidden landscapes. It marks the mid-way
point of a long-term project that focuses on capturing the Heath through the seasons and is due for release as a hardback book
in spring 2016, by Hemisphere Publishing.

Matthew says: ‘Hampstead Heath is a place to engage with nature, somewhere close to home to sharpen my photography skills
and produce inspiring images of a place I have been connected to since my childhood.
At just five kilometres from the city centre and dubbed the 'Countryside for Londoners' the Heath is a great place to escape
the busy city, breathe fresh air, stand among old growth trees and take in the spectacular views’.

Matthew is a London based photographer currently specialising in recording the urban wildlife and landscapes of Hampstead Heath.

Since 2000 Matthew Maran has travelled the world winning awards for his landscape and wildlife photography in the European
Wildlife Photographer of the Year and Travel Photographer of the Year competitions. His work has been published worldwide in
films, books, conservation journals and magazines including BBC Wildlife and National Geographic.
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CATTO GALLERY

100 Heath Street • Hampstead • London NW3 1DP
Tel: +44 (0)20 7435 6660 • www.cattogallery.co.uk • art@cattogallery.co.uk

Opening times: 10am - 6pm Mon - Sat • 12.30pm - 6pm Sunday
and by appointment

PRIVATE VIEW: THURSDAY 4TH DECEMBER 6-9PM
EXHIBITION DATES: 4TH – 21ST DECEMBER
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